10 Tips to Start Investing in
Cryptocurrency

Introduction:
Investing money wherever one feels to be profitable is a
common scenario. But, investing in cryptocurrency is a new
approach. There are many platforms that teach you to learn how
to use cryptocurrency and earn profits. This platform teaches
the beginners every nook and corner regarding cryptocurrency.
Those who wish to start investing in cryptocurrency should not
make any haste. The processes and the whole situation sounds
easy and addictive. But that is what will be creating a
difficult situation in the future. Hence, before starting it
better to follow some tips for proper cryptocurrency
investment.
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Before we get started, you must know that cryptocurrencies are
not limited up to Blockchain or Bitcoin. There are more than
15 cryptocurrencies which are active in the marketplace. The
chances are vast, so are the risks. There is no point in
risking to lose your investment. Which is why it is better to
follow the tips below.
Tip1: Research a bit
As mentioned above, it would be a foolish idea to make haste
in cryptocurrency investment. Think of cryptocurrency
investment as part of your daily life. For example, you will
definitely not buy a house without proper documentation. It is
not like you have to become an expert before investing. But,
it will be useful if you know a thing or two about its
environment. It is better to know how it works, whether to
invest in litecoin or bitcoin.
Tip2: Invest a little
The only suggestion for beginners would be not to invest a lot
in cryptocurrency. At first, invest a little bit to check if
you can do it or not. Do not invest everything you have just
in cryptocurrency. Sometimes, the most recommended
cryptocurrency’s value will be unstable. It might affect the
people who invested in it, especially the beginners. That is
why it will be wise to invest a little bit.
Tip3: Diversification
Now, this is a little bit linked with the previous tip. Of
course, first would be to invest little as mentioned above.
Secondly, if you do invest a generous amount then I would
suggest diversification. To put it simply, invest in multiple
cryptocurrencies. It is not necessary that you must invest in

only one cryptocurrency. If one’s rate has fallen, then the
other three’s rate may rise. You should do this to keep
yourself on the safe side. Then the loss would be to a
minimum. Therefore, it is better to diversify your investment.
Tip4: More Research Needed
If you are ready to start your investment, you better halt for
some seconds. I am not stopping you for other reasons.
Consider this as your last time revision. How do you know that
the particular cryptocurrencies you are trying to invest in
will not let you down? How do you know that your investment is
secured for sure? How do you know the person recommending you
is not a scammer? Try to research as much as possible before
investing in a certain cryptocurrency. You can use Twitter,
Skype, Reddit forums, Steemit, and even newspapers. Just
double-check so that you may have a back-up plan.
Tip5: Inter-Exchange
Now that you have entered the cryptocurrency market, you
better know the basics first. In the platform, you can either
buy BTC or ETH. You can transfer or say exchange your BTC or
ETH into your chosen cryptocurrency. Convert your investment
onto the currency you deem to have the possible growth
potential. That is why it is important to take some time
before you can start investing.
Tip6: Understanding Scams and the Platforms
First of all, it is important to choose the correct platform
for cryptocurrency trading and investments. This is because
some sites may not be insured. This is when you get scammed.
Many people will try to impersonate and even try to donate
free cryptocurrencies. They may also be quite adamant and
manipulative. Try to avoid the scammers as much as possible.
You can check out some of the safest platforms like Binance,
KuCoin, Changelly, Coinbase, etc.

Tip7: Trusted Allies
Once again, this one is related to the previous points. Always
try to seek advice from people who are experienced in this
field. You can quite easily understand that. First of all,
they will not be wasting your time. Secondly, they will
highlight the risks and provide the solutions as well. They
shall also help you with renewing your subscriptions.
Tip8: Analyzing Marketplace
You must analyze not only the value of cryptocurrency but the
situation in the marketplace as well. You can either check the
total capitalization or check the rate of the capitalization.
You cannot choose a weak capitalization. Higher capitalization
with slow growth can also do.
Tip9: Tracking
Next important tip is to track your results. The secure
cryptocurrency platforms, most of them provide mobile for easy
tracking. At first thought, the tracking could get difficult
as one must analyze everything in detail. Hence, with some
information, you can easily track your results. The
information includes the cryptocurrency name, the quantity you
have, purchase value and date. Then you can easily see if you
are at a profit or loss. Some notable apps include Gem,
CoinTracking, CoinWave.
Tip10: Keep your Cryptocurrency Secure
Now that everything has started on orders, what is the
probability that your cryptocurrency will not be hacked? If
you are a true professional, then you would give securing your
currency the first priority. The best way to keep your
cryptocurrency safe is through wallets. This option keeps your
currency safe and stored for as long as you want. Storing
cryptocurrencies in the wallet will not give you the headache
to keep an eye on your amount now and then.

Conclusion:
The world of cryptocurrency shall show you both profit and
loss at the same time. You can have a minimum loss or a full
profit. It is better to actually stay cautious so that you may
not lose everything. The 10 tips above shall be enough to give
you a basic idea.

